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Inspired by his millions of fans worldwide, many of whom wrote him emails and letters questioning

the fate or the origin of some of the most popular characters and storylines from Rangerâ€™s

Apprentice, John Flanagan decided to reward his loyal readers with a collection of stories answering

these questions. In Book 11 of the Ranger's Apprentice epic, fans will see never-before-published

stories featuring all their favorite characters, from Will to Halt, from Horace to Alyss. More than a

companion book, THE LOST STORIES is, ultimately, a new entry in the seriesâ€”and a tribute from

author to reader.Visit www.rangersapprentice.com
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John Flanagan spent ten books crafting the stories of the Rangers Will and Halt, young knight

Horace, and their many friends and allies. And in "Ranger's Apprentice: The Lost Stories," he

explores some of the stories hinted at but never really explored before -- stories that illuminate the

characters' pasts, small-scale adventures, and a few romantic climaxes as well.The story is framed

by a little story that takes place in the present day. Archaeologist Giles McFarlane and his assistants

are excavating the remains of Castle Redmont, when one of them finds the ruins of a Ranger's

cabin -- and a parchment manuscript filled with long-lost tales.Among the stories are tales of Will



Treaty and Halt. Will must write a flowery speech while battling shipwreckers, track down his

abducted dog Ebony, and struggles with the inevitable when Tug is badly wounded during a

mission. Additionally, he must unravel a conspiracy of murder and treachery in the days leading up

to Horace and Evanlyn's wedding -- with dire consequences if he fails.Additionally, Gilan gets a

couple of stories. First, a bunch of thieves take Jenny hostage on the very day that she's expecting

Gilan for a romantic dinner (awww!). And during Will's captivity in Skandia, he investigates an

equally malevolent ally of Morgarath's named Foldar (brother of File?) who is busy establishing a

foothold in a corrupt barony.And there are stories that illuminate the characters' pasts. "Death of a

Hero" explores how Halt met Will's father twenty-ish years ago, and how both his parents died. And

"The Hibernian" studies Halt's entry into the Ranger Corps and his first meeting with Crowley, during

a dark period for the Rangers.
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